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Why are current ERP systems deemed as insufficient?

- They are incapable of supporting the current business needs.
- They struggle to deal with the large amounts of data within and outside the enterprise.
- They lack the capability to provide real-time analytics for quick decision-making.
- They miss out on cognitive technologies.
- They do not leverage IoT & cloud-based functions.
- They generate insights at a reduced pace.

What does transition to SAP S/4HANA entail?

- It involves a comprehensive business agility to handle complex scenarios.
- It helps conduct assessments for impact during this phase.
- It accelerates implementations with Infosys S/4 Adoption Framework.
- It leverages Infosys Catalyst tools/accelerators to implement SAP S/4HANA.
- It reduces process support and performance optimization.

How is implementation with Infosys different from earlier legacy application?

- Compared to 2 weeks in ECC.
- In SAP S/4HANA, it takes 2 days to implement.

What benefits do businesses gain from SAP S/4HANA?

- Businesses gain real-time supply chain visibility with SAP S/4HANA.
- It optimizes supply chain with global MRP run for all 12 plants in 5.4 hours.
- It reduces delay in real-time MRP run for individual plants.
- It improves healthcare major's patient revenues and inventory levels.
- It eliminates missed business growth due to lack of automation capabilities.